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Abstract

In recent years, the ketogenic diet is the most popular diet around the world. Therefore, keto diet, short for ketogenic, involves eating a high amount of fat, a moderate amount of protein and very few carbs. This research paper aims to know about the effect of a ketogenic diet on our body, to know about the mechanism of the ketogenic diet in treating neurodegenerative disorders and to know about the mechanism of the ketogenic diet in reducing the weight of our body. Also, the objective was to investigate the ketogenic diet stimulates ketogenesis which treats certain neurodegenerative disorders. Although this is high fats containing food it is beneficial for our body in certain conditions. It is also useful in the conditions in which the brain requires a low level of glucose so the brain starts utilizing ketone bodies. As the intake of carbohydrates is lowered so it is also used to reduce the weight of the body. In this research, the qualitative methodology has been adopted which refers to secondary sources of data. In this project, I used a variety of research that has also been undertaken by numerous researchers including dietitians who tend to support the positive benefits of using ketogenic diets to manage losing weight as well as other health problems that could result from overweight. Also, we used a table to show the difference between studies. Finally, it is important to note that the ketogenic-diet has created debate, partially although traditional dietary education has, for years, illustrated the adverse effects of high overall including trans-fat intake.
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1. Introduction

The keto-diet which is also known as the ketogenic diet is a specific type of diet in which low carbohydrates are taken but the content of fats and proteins is kept high in food. So the body’s weight is reduced with high fats. This way of dieting
has also been in process for several years and it increases the biochemical effect of fasting. As the intake of carbohydrates is reduced so the body is forced to switch to fatty acid oxidation. So ketogenesis occurs in the body and a sufficient number of calories are left in our body for normal daily activity. As it stimulates oxidation and ketogenesis so due to its benefits now it is also used to treat different disorders such as refractory epilepsy, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, traumatic brain injury, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Although there are more benefits of ketogenic-diet a decrease in bone density is marked side effect of ketogenic-diet which then leads to osteoporosis [1].

As in this type of dieting, calories are restricted so it also gives benefit by reducing the risk of different diseases. The intake of low carbohydrate-containing food changes the body’s metabolism thus initiating fatty acid oxidation. So it also increases the life span of the person [2]. Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder is commonly found disorder in children, adults, and adolescents. In this type of disorder, inattentiveness occurs and the person fails to focus properly due to lack of attention. Many studies have been conducted but still, the cause of this disease is unknown but it is considered as inherited disorder. So different studies have been conducted and it has been found that the ketogenic diet is effective in treating this disorder. Similarly, it is also effective in reducing seizures but the actual mechanism by which it reduces seizures is unknown. When human intakes low levels of carbohydrates, our brain starts utilizing ketone bodies instead of glucose. So this is the mechanism behind the reduction of seizures [3].

As ketogenesis occurs in this mechanism so keto bodies are produced as a result and keto bodies are best alternates for the body as energy fuel. Because glucose is produced by the metabolism of carbohydrates and in this diet intake of carbohydrates is reduced. So the body starts utilizing keto bodies as fuel and ATPs (which are energy packets for our body) are produced by B-hydroxybutyrate. The sequencing of single-cell RNA occurs in adipose tissue so gamma and T cells become active and reduce inflammation in adipose tissue. So in this way, inflammation does not occur in adipose tissue due to an increase in the mechanism of ketogenesis [4].

AIMS:
- To know about the effect of a ketogenic diet on our body.
- To know about the mechanism of the ketogenic diet in treating neurodegenerative disorders.
- To know about the mechanism of the ketogenic diet in reducing the weight of our body.

Objectives:

Ketogenic diet stimulates ketogenesis which treats certain neurodegenerative disorders. Although this is high fats containing food it is beneficial for our body in certain conditions. It is also useful in the conditions in which the brain requires a low level of glucose so the brain starts utilizing ketone bodies. As the intake of carbohydrates is lowered so it is also used to reduce the weight of the body.
2. Literature Review

The ketogenic-diet based on a ketogenic cycle as well as includes low starch, milk protein, as well as ketogenic diet. Ketosis is a biochemical cycle wherein proteins are depleted of carbohydrate intake, the body’s primary supply of sugar, as a consequence, deposits of accumulated fat are decomposed to compounds named ketones [5]. When there is a limit on carbs throughout the system, the fat is decomposed by the stomach, cellulose, as well as lipids. The liver utilizes 2 pathways to feed the bodies, namely ketogenesis as well as gluconeogenesis. For ketogenic degradation, the human diet consists of around 70 percent carbohydrate, 25 percent protein, with 5 percent carbohydrate [6]. After a human achieves ketosis, several cells could use ketone systems to create energy before the person continues to consume carbohydrates now. When an adult enters the phase of ketosis, they may continue to enjoy the health advantages that come with any of it.

Recent research has shown [7] expresses few indications of ketosis health effects are the defense and development of the nervous system, enhancement of mitochondrial development, ketones serving as antioxidants as well as contributing to encouraging the growth of certain cancers. Most people eat a high-carb diet, and the body uses sugar for food. There have been glucose issues [8]. The body will store around two-thousand calories of glucose storage at any period throughout the type of glucose. The transition from the use of circulating glucose to the breakdown of accumulated fat as an energy source typically occurs over 3 to 4 days of consuming less than 40 or Fifty grams of carbohydrates each day [9]. The amount of readily digestible carbohydrates is decreased whereas the calorie intake of protein and fat is increased.

[10] claimed ketogenic-diet is a quite challenging plan to pursue owing to the reality that almost all American products are very rich in refined starches (UNM). But by exercising as well as knowing whatever the diet seeks to accomplish, it can be simplified to a predictable regimen (UNM). There are 4 ways that people consider ketogenic-diet challenging. The first explanation is the stock, buying food in the grocery store can be rather difficult, as to purchase something that will be lower in carbohydrate, or you’ll get a rise out of keto [11]. The second possibility is that for this diet to succeed, one needs to be careful about self-control, so it’s quite simple to also be influenced. The third explanation is to gain experience of the ketogenic, which would give us a broader understanding of nutrition [4]. The 4th factor is how it requires time and dedication to reveal the result, but sadly don’t have the time or patience. Dr. Russel was the founder of a ketogenic diet which was used to help eliminate obesity. In 1922, he developed a diet at the Cleveland Clinic to treat diseases, particularly children of Epilepsy. “In almost a couple of years [12], ketogenic-diet has maintained a role throughout the medical profession as a preventive diet for childhood epilepsy and it has been commonly used since its use has stopped with the advent of antiepileptic substances".
Currently [14], with dietary developments, the revival of ketogenic-diet as a recipe for dramatic weight loss is a fairly recent thing that has been proven to be very successful, at least initially as shown in Figure 1. The ketogenic-diet was first “designed for the diagnosis of childhood epilepsy throughout the 1930s and it has been commonly used over the past few decades, but has diminished in prevalence since the advent of successful anticonvulsant medications”. Latest work over the past few years or more has been carried out proof of the therapeutic efficacy of keto in multiple medical disorders, including asthma, polycystic ovarian disorder, obesity, neurological issues, Alzheimer, as well as the reduction in chronic diseases for respiratory and heart disease [15]. Different studies have been conducted in the past to know about the effect of a ketogenic diet on our body. A study was conducted at the University of Toronto in which the activity level of the ketogenic diet was compared with the control diet. So two groups of the ketogenic diet were made and food was given in order of 3:1 parts, the highest ratio was consisting of fats and the lowest was consists of proteins. While a balanced diet was given to another group of rats [3]. Another study was conducted on mice in which the tolerance level of mice was determined when they fed on high fat-containing food. The results showed that the weight of mice was not increased despite high fats containing food. If this food was given for more time so it also reduced the weight of mice and at some point it also maintained the weight of mice. In another group, the effect of ketogenic-diet was observed on obesity. So firstly the mice were given an HF diet and then they were shifted to keto diet so it caused a rapid decrease in weight [16].

In another study, the effect of ketogenic-diet was observed on skeletal muscles. This study was conducted on two groups of young and old rats. The food was given to rats for almost 4 weeks and the calories of this food were increased gradually. It has been found that ketones level was increased in the blood in adult rats as compared to old rats. Similarly, mitochondrial respiration was increased.
in young rats as compared to old rats. So there was a marked decrease in weight in young rats. Old rats were resistant to all of the changes in the body except for weight loss. So it showed that ketogenic-diet is safe for old age too [17]. The effect of food is also associated with the psychological condition so a study was conducted to know about this fact. Four different dietary meals [16] such as carbohydrates, proteins, vitamins, and ketogenic diet were made and the food was given to different groups of mice. The effect of rodent ketogenic diet was compared with high fat containing diet. So it has been found that there was a marked increase in the weight of mice which were feeding the ketogenic diet. But the weight of another group of mice was reduced which was feeding on high fats containing food [16].

2.1. Ketogenic-Diet Is Bad in Long Term

To describe that the Ketogenic diet is harmful in the long run needs to consider how the Ketogenic-diet functions. A Ketogenic diet is one that is very light in sugar and is one of the key sources of nutrition for the organism. Through ingestion, the body converts down calories high in fat and releases glucose, used as a primary source of energy for all the body to work. Once the system is depleted of sugar, it changes the food supply from sugar to fat as well as ketones. Each phase is recognized as ketosis, in which the system depends on fat as well as ketones because of its key power source. The body normally reaches such a condition within 4 to 5 days after commencing a diet [11].

As per [10] such dietary transition is usually followed by numerous symptoms including drowsiness, fatigue, concentration issues, nausea, poor breathing, abdominal pain, trouble sleeping, indigestion, depression, and few others. For all this purpose, such effects are sometimes referred to as Keto Flu. Usually, the effects of Keto Flu go down for a week, as well as the body starts to lose fat. The dramatic weight loss will also be very noticeable and drastic. However, most individuals would be very glad about seeing dietary work. Yet these can come with some adverse consequences that may be unpleasant or maybe even harmful to the well-being/health. Acknowledge that the body requires a nutritious diet for a healthy diet. So to extract your body from other healthy food types, a disparity is produced in the system that would contribute to health problems. If the body tends to suffer a lengthy-term nutritional deficit, it may present a variety of threats to the general well-being.

Nutrient shortages could lead to dehydration including hepatic encephalopathy, which is very well known. Ketogenic-diet, therefore, aims to be poor in fibre and nutrients such as calcium, magnesium, potassium and vitamins A, B as well as B6. Furthermore, it ought to increase the consumption of water. To contact a doctor for adequate treatment to help prevent a lengthy variety of health problems that would follow a nutritional deficit. Nevertheless, longevity is still the main issue with this type of diet. When it starves the body of favourite food, the body can begin to crave more, causing to give up the diet. When getting back to
eating regularly again, the recovery gaining weight may also be drastic. It may be followed by adverse effects too when the body starts to adapt according to glucose as the primary energy source. In all these factors, the Ketogenic-diet shouldn’t be used as a lengthy-term weight reduction strategy. To weight loss in a rush for the near term, but are willing to experience painful effects, it will be able to seek the approach. Yet it may be a lot harder to make this diet a sustainable and lengthy-term option for weight loss [1].

2.2. Effect of a Ketogenic Diet on Our Body

The ketogenic diet includes adherence to an exceptionally low-carb, big-fat diet to place the body throughout a stable condition called ketosis. It helps the body more effective in burning calories. The ketogenic-diet would certainly result in a decrease of libido as you continue the diet because the body would suffer signs of carb withdrawals including probably keto-flu. Many individuals do learn of keto influenza, which might trigger anytime to start a diet. This is the product of the body transitioning to the low-carbon environment. Decreasing carbohydrate consumption causes the body to use ketones for nutrition rather than glucose. If the organism is now in ketosis—the absorption of fat rather than glucose—the ketogenic diet works.

Significant evidence [4] indicates in figure 3 whether ketogenic-diet prevents seizures in infants, often as successfully as medications. As a result of these neuroprotective properties, concerns were raised regarding the current potential advantages of several other brain diseases including Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s disease, sclerosis, sleep problems, or even cancer. Nonetheless, there have been no medical trials to justify the use of ketosis to address such disorders. Weight reduction is the main explanation that patients are using a ketogenic-diet.

Recent research [18] provides strong evidence of a greater weight loss in people on a ketogenic or extremely low caloric intake relative to those on a somewhat more conventional reduced-fat diet or Caribbean diet. Nevertheless, the disparity in losing weight tends to vanish over the period. Ketogenic diets also have been found to boost the regulation of blood glucose in people with form 2 diabetes, at least initially. There is a much more controversial impact on levels of cholesterol. Many tests indicate that certain people have elevated levels of cholesterol at the onset, only to find that cholesterol drop a few weeks later. Moreover, there is no long-term work to examine the impact on diabetes including hypothyroidism over the period.

2.3. The Mechanism of the Ketogenic Diet in Treating Neurodegenerative Disorders

Growing amounts of data indicate the importance of ketogenic diets in a host of neurological disorders such as obesity, high cholesterol, including diabetes. Regarding neurological conditions, ketogenic-diet is accepted as a successful therapy for pharma-coexistent schizophrenia, but new evidence indicates that ketogenic-diets could even be helpful in multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s
disease as well as other mitochondrial diseases. Since these disorders have distinct molecular mechanisms and characteristics. Many growing pathways may describe the impact of ketogenic-diet. Such processes are engineered to provide effective energy supply for the diagnosis of several forms of neurodegenerative disorders caused by selective neuro-hypo-metabolism; to mitigate oxidative stress related to various forms of physiological anxiety; to improve endothelial dysfunction processes, and to reap the benefits of the potential of ketones to circumvent the deficiency in complicated I exercise [19].

The ketogenic-diet is a low-carbon and otherwise rich carbohydrate diet. This application has a fasting-like adverse effect that takes the entire body into another phase of ketosis. The ketogenic diet is used for around 10 decades in medication-resistant epilepsy treatment, but recent findings suggest potential neuroprotective properties [19]. To date, only a few research [20] have examined the importance of ketogenic-diet throughout the mitigation of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) including Parkinson’s disease (PD). Individual experiments of individual volunteers reported a decrease in the effects of the disease following diagnosis. Nevertheless, the introduction of ketogenic-diet to aged individuals poses some questions. Individuals with neurodegenerative disorders are at danger of deficiency, whereas calorie consumption loss is linked with disease effects. The ketogenic-diet, in particular, contributes to decreased appetite; it is not appealing from a nutritive perspective and can be caused by adverse effects of the stomach and intestines. One of which may contribute to a further decrease in the amount of food eaten by old people with neuro-degenerative problems and, as a result, a further decrease in the availability of nutrition given by the food. There are no details given on the lengthy-term use of ketogenic-diet in people with a neurodegenerative illness or on its impact on disease effects. Further work is required to determine the competency of ketogenic-diets in the care of PD or AD-related individuals [21].

2.4. The Mechanism of Ketogenic-Diet in Reducing the Weight of Our Body

There is solid evidence of whether ketogenic-diets are quite successful at losing weight. It will make lose weight, maintain muscle mass, and boost other disease indications [15]. Also, several studies contrasted the prescribed low-fat diet with a ketogenic diet for losing weight. Conclusions also suggest that ketogenic-diet is better only through the overall calorie consumption is matched [22]. In one research [18], people on keto lose 2.2 times further fat than that on small-calorie, small-fat diets. The amounts of triglyceride, as well as HDL lipids, have also increased. Typically losing weight outcomes are seen in Figure 2.

A further study [9] contrasted the low-carb diet with the UK Obesity Nutritional guidelines. The minimal-carb category was reported to have lost 15.4 lbs (6.7 kg), whereas the minimal-fat team has lost just 4.8 lbs (2.3 kg). The minimum-carb diet produced 3x additional losing weight throughout 6 weeks [12]. Ketogenic-diets encourage weight loss:
• **Higher protein consumption**: certain ketogenic diets contribute to improved protein intake, which has multiple losing weight advantages.

• **Removal of carbs**: restricting your starch consumption always reduces your dietary choices. It will greatly decrease calorie consumption, which is the secret to weight loss.

• **Gluconeogenesis**: the system transforms fat as well as proteins into food carbohydrates. The cycle will consume a lot of extra calories every day [23].

• **Suppressive craving**: ketogenic-diets make you feel complete. It is accompanied by major changes in starvation hormones, namely ghrelin, and leptin [21].

• **Increased insulin tolerance**: ketogenic-diets can significantly increase insulin resistance, which can greatly improve fuel consumption as well as metabolites [19].

• **Reduced-fat maintenance**: some research shows [18] that ketogenic-diets can minimize fatty acid oxidation, the process of changing glucose to lipid.

• **Improved fat incinerating**: ketogenic-diets easily increase the number of fats that consume during rest, everyday life & workout [24].

### 3. Methodology

A variety of research has also been undertaken by numerous researchers including dietitians who tend to support the positive benefits of using ketogenic diets to manage losing weight as well as other health problems that could result from overweight. Nonetheless, owing to the extreme complexity of the diet, several people never use the ketogenic-diet as a lengthy-term diet. There have been numerous approaches mentioned below that illustrate the study of the ketogenic diet as well as its brief-term effects. In the research on the topic, the qualitative methodology has been adopted it considers secondary sources of data. The data from past literary work, official reports, government websites, as well as researches conducted by NGOs.
4. Findings & Discussion

Researches [20] [25] has shown that ketogenic-diets generally work only in the short term and could be unhealthful. When the body reaches ketosis, it also tends to lose energy, become incredibly weak, and ultimately go into malnutrition. In reality, it is much harder to lose weight. [22] said that he does not accept the ketogenic-diet induces muscle destruction. He warned that it wasn’t ideal for anyone to attempt to accumulate strength. Health support’s many specialists surveyed [26] had more words of warning. Ketogenic-diets cannot be used under direct observation as well as for shorter periods not. It could do more harm in the long run. The heart, that is also an organ, can be hurt. [25] who, under limited conditions, used ketogenic-diets on certain cancer sufferers, warned, “People are doing whatever they can to lose weight and keep off. Any of them took the ketogenic diet a notch higher, to use a feeding tube implanted via the nasal into the stomach [23].

Dieters conform to a stringent 900-calorie big-protein, carb-free diet delivered via the pipe via a low-drip recirculation pump. In addition to the low carb diet, only coffee or tea, black coffee or green tea drink is permitted. [6] argued to maintain that the ketogenic-diet is healthy and successful, but for those that want to lose a few kilograms. [16] indicated “It is a stupid solution to losing weight,” an already healthy person may have severe complications, such as infectious diseases, whether the pipe becomes infected, elevated sodium content, and could even cause vomiting, constipation, and diarrhoea. Alternatively, anyone planning for marriage should treat themselves properly, partake in a lot of physical exercises, such as cycling, bike riding, or jogging, and then be healthier for themselves by eating healthy, natural, nutrient-dense healthy food. There’s no magic solution for lengthy-term losing weight, says [6]. For lengthy-term weight maintenance, a Caribbean-style diet based on vegetables, fruits, balanced grains, peas, fish including vegetable oil that can be safe for existence.

No specific diet is acceptable for all, particularly because personal metabolisms, genetics, body shapes, habits, sense of taste and personal opinions vary. Moreover, ketogenic diets can perform well for overweight and obese people or at threat of coronary heart disease. But, to like high-fats products but enjoy carbohydrates, this diet might be hard for people to adhere to. Ketogenic-diets may be used throughout the near term to help and lose weight and boost health, mood, etc. However, this needs a lot of effort and therefore must be accompanied by eating healthy. Ketogenic-diets could therefore never be the right choice for professional athletes as well as those seeking to create massive quantities of weight. Vegans or vegetarians might also be struggling with such a diet attributable to the primary role provided by livestock, poultry, fish and fruits, and vegetables.

In comparison, the change to a ketogenic-diet may also trigger adverse symptoms sometimes referring to as “keto flu”. It can involve reduced energy as well as mental control, decreased appetite, sleeplessness, diarrhoea, intestinal pain, and reduced workout efficiency. Even though this is never the case, it can en-
courage some people to stop if they get properly started, particularly when the first few weeks of any diet are the hardest. According to the extremely small consumption of carbohydrate—less than 50 - 60 grams each day—ketogenic-diets could therefore never be ideal for those who choose to run off on a holiday [8]. Many studies approved that the ketogenic diet has different effects on health, this was shown in Table 1.

**Table 1.** The effects of the keto diet on health.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Populations</th>
<th>Intervention/variables</th>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Murphey, 2005</td>
<td>No of groups: 2, the study was conducted on rats</td>
<td>Control group: ketogenic diet was given to control group of rats which contained a high portion of fats &lt;br&gt; Another group: the other group of rats was given balanced food</td>
<td>Ketogenic diet decreases animal activity similarly these also cause attention deficit disorder in children</td>
<td>This study was conducted on rats to know about the effect of the ketogenic diet on rats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy, 2007</td>
<td>Number of groups: 2, this study was conducted on rats</td>
<td>Control group: high fats containing food was given &lt;br&gt; Another group: a balanced diet was given</td>
<td>Ketogenic diet decreases the weight of mice and it also reduced obesity</td>
<td>This study was conducted on rats to know about the effect of the ketogenic diet on the weight of rats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplisea, 2017</td>
<td>Number of groups: 2, Separate groups of Young and old rats, food was given for 4 weeks</td>
<td>The effect of the ketogenic diet was observed on young and old rats</td>
<td>There was observed a marked decrease in the weight of young rats and ketones levels were increased in young rats. While in old rats only weight loss was observed while they were resistant to other changes in body</td>
<td>This study was conducted on young and old rats and effect of fame type of food was observed on both types of groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy, 2007</td>
<td>Different groups of mice were made</td>
<td>The effect of high fats containing the ketogenic diet was compared with rodent ketogenic diet</td>
<td>There was a marked increase in the weight of mice who were feeding rodent ketogenic diet while a marked decrease in the mice occurred who were feeding on high fats containing ketogenic diet</td>
<td>This study was conducted on the same types of mice but different food groups were made in this study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitch, 1984</td>
<td>Number of patients: 24</td>
<td>The patients were classified based on their health conditions; the effect of Keto supplements was observed in the renal functions impaired patients</td>
<td>10 patients had marked decrease in the creatinine level, in 7 patients, creatinine level was maintained below 8 mg per decilitre</td>
<td>This study was conducted on the patients whose renal functions were impaired and effect of keto supplements were observed on the health conditions of these patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cliff, 2018</td>
<td>This study was conducted on 28 healthy adults</td>
<td>The comparison was made based on their body conditions such as blood glucose, mood disturbance</td>
<td>It caused an increase in the beta-hydroxybutyrate, but the effect of MCT was unclear on mood.</td>
<td>This study was conducted to determine the effect of medium-chain triglycerides which are ketones in nature on nutritional ketosis of body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volek, 2015</td>
<td>There were no groups were made as it was review based so previous studies were studied again and their results were compared</td>
<td>The availability of carbohydrates is reduced in the body is reduced during exercise or sports-related physical activity so lipid-containing food can also be used as an alternate of carbohydrates</td>
<td>If the food is given containing to ketone body and beta-hydroxybutyrate then it increases the mental and physical and mental performance of humans and the use of fats containing food also increases the physical activity of athletes</td>
<td>The persons were shifted to fats containing food who were athletes or who were doing sports-related physical activity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Conclusions & Recommendations

Ultimately, it is important to note that the ketogenic-diet has caused debate, partially although traditional dietary education has, for years, illustrated the adverse effects of high overall including trans-fat intake. Polarization could also have emerged from the misunderstanding that ketogenic-diets need large intakes of animal products—provoking anxiety for all those who support seed-based diets for safety, moral or ecological purposes. Also, the ketogenic diet may be organic (featuring poultry and meat products) or vegetarian, with plant sources (e.g., avocado, almonds, nuts, almond, linseed, coconut oil), protein (e.g., yogurt, lupini, kimchi, tempeh, pumpkin, etc.) vegetables (non-starchy), and small quantities of low-sugar fruit, as exemplified by such versatility require the individualism of food preferences on a ketogenic-diet for obesity and diabetes. Taking into account the advantages as well as drawbacks, people who have kidney failure (such as those with type 2 diabetes) and persons with or at risk of cardiovascular disease including breast-feeding or pregnant women do not pursue ketogenic-diet. However, individuals of type 1 diabetes must not adopt the menu due to the current possibility of hypoglycaemia (low); also one who has already the gall-bladder replaced must skip it since the diet is too rich in fat. Losing weight, is the fact that requires a diet, plan and usually redesigns the pattern whatever individuals eat. And it might be worthwhile to try to shed obesity or have some of the medical problems that have been proven to improve. On precautionary side it must make sure to speak to the doctor on how the ketogenic-diet is right and to modify the food habits significantly. Although the diet is rooted in medication, its extensive use has been recent, and doctors are aware of the diet of keto.

Following are some recommendations in the context of ketogenic-diet effects:

1) It is essential not only to concentrate on consuming high-fat foods but also to provide a daily collection of fish, meat, veggies, berries, leafy greens required to have sufficient intake of nutrition, minerals, and vitamins A, B, etc. (magnesium, zinc, iron)—nutrients usually present in foods such as whole wheat that have been excluded from the diet.

2) Potential signs of acute creatine supplementation, which can last weeks to months, such as nausea, exhaustion, poor attitude, tiredness, indigestion, vomiting, and constipation in the brain, should be managed with medical check-up by specialists as well as nutritionists.

3) People who suffer from diabetes or inject insulin or oral hypoglycaemic drugs risk serious hypoglycaemia whether the medication is not correctly balanced until beginning the diet.
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